In this paper, we show that the pattern storage capability of the Gaborpolynomial is much higher than the commonly used lower bound on multi-layer perceptron(MLP) pattern storage, We also show that multi-layerperceptron networks having second and third degree polynomial activations can be conrrructed which eflciently implement Gabor polynomials and therefore have the same high pattern storage capability. l?le polynomial networks can be mapped to conventional sigmoidal MLPs having the same eflciency. It is shown that training techniques like output weight optimization and conjugate gradient attain only the lower bound of pattern storage. Certainly they are not the final solutions to the MLP training problem.
I. Introduction
Here we discuss the approximation capabilities and the efficiency of a three layer mapping neural network with polynomial or sigmoidal activation, in terms of the number of weights and the pattern storage. Some researchers have looked at the lower bound of the pattern storage [l,2] . Mu-Song Chen and Michael T. Manry [3] have modeled MLP using polynomial basis functions. In this paper, we use polynomial basis functions to decide on the bounds on the pattern storage capability of the MLP. Section I1 establishes the bounds on the pattem storage of the MLP and the equivalent Gabor polynomial. An efficient mapping technique to design a second and third degree network is given in sections 111. Section IV shows a method to construct efficient multi-layer perceptron networks with sigmoidal activation. The words weight and parameter are used interchangeably in the discussions.
II. Bounds on Pattern Storage
An arbitrary N-ary Gabor polynomial can be written as Ax) = k T * X Let N, denote the number of weights and thresholds in an MLP which are on paths from any input to the first output.
Lemma 3. The upper bound S, on the pattem storage capacity may be defined as the minimum of N, and the width of the network's equivalent Gabor polynomial.
The actual pattern storage of an MLP is somewhere between that of its lower limit in lemma 2 and its upper limit in lemma 3. If the lower bound in lemma 2 turns out to be close to the correct value, then the MLP is likely to be superseded in the future by Volterra filters, functional link nets, and other networks which more directly implement Gabor polynomials. Our goal in this paper is to show that MLPs with sigmoidal activation can efficiently implement the Gabor polynomial, and therefore have high pattern storage capability.
We propose a special kind of three layer network with sparse connectivity for generating a given second degree or third degree polynomial. Regarding the quadratic and cubic mapping we state the following theorem. This Gabor polynomial when mapped to the proposed structure results in the following set of equations which when solved in the given order, yields the values of weights.
The mapping structure shown for third degree polynomial is efficient in terms of number of parameters or weights associated with them. In the network it can be seen that the number of weights is equal to the number of constants in the equivalent Gabor polynomial and they are capable of storing equal number of patterns. A similar network can be constructed for the second degree case also. These are not restricted to any definite number of inputs. Also, the result can be extended to multiple outputs where each output is defined by a different function. The linear terms and the constant term can be easily added to the equation by connecting the inputs directly to the output with appropriate gains and by introducing a threshold at the output respectively. Some results of the pattern storage capabilities of a third degree Gabor polynomial and that achieved with the proposed neural network structure are given in the table. Here, N, denotes the number of patterns stored by the proposed network.
B. Higher Degree Polynomial Mapping
As the degree of the function is increased one should expect a similar kind of efficient mapping to exist. Surprisingly enough it does not. As the degree increases beyond three an efficient mapping of an arbitrary polynomial by a neural network structure fails and leads to the following result. This result is an extension of some of the facts established in geometry and linear algebra. Clebsch [7] proved geometrically that a general ternary quartic cannot be written as a sum of five fourth powers. In our terms, fifteen parameters do not suffice to represent any ternary quartic as a sum of powers because the fifteen polynomials in the fifteen variables are not algebraically independent.
Sylvester [9] reformulated Clebsch's result. In effect he showed that iff is a sum of five fourth powers, then the 6 by 6 matrix associated to H,, the psd quadratic form has less than full rank and so its determinant, the catalecticant, vanishes.
IV. Mapping Using Sigmoidal Units
In this section we show that the polynomial hidden unit of equation (4) can be implemented as a single sigmoid unit. Every sigmoidal hidden unit realizes a square and cube term so that it can directly replace the units with polynomial activation.
Figure 2. Sigmoidal approximation of degree-3 unit
Consider the sigmoidal network in fig.2 . The hidden unit activation may be written as where net = w,x+ Or, Or is the hidden unit threshold and R&) is the remainder. Equatingp(x) in fig.2 to b.a!+ar2, we see that a solution exists as long as the rati~y)(O)fl~)(O) varies from -00 to 00. 
. f@)(net)/P)(net) versus net for sigmoid
From fig. 3 , we see that this condition is satisfied. The 3-rd degree network in fig.3 can therefore be realizecl with units having sigmoidal activations.
v. Examples
The mapping of an arbitrary third degree polynomial to an MLP is demonstrated in fig. 4 . The MLP has one input, one hidden unit, and one output. The mapped network output is indistinguishable from the desired polynomial. The output of a network with same structure trained for 25OOO iterations using back propagation is also given for comparison purposes. This demonstrates that a single sigmoid can replace the activation of (4).
Figure 4. Sigmoidal modeling degree3 polynomial
As a second example, we trained networks having topology 8-36-2, using varying numbers of random patterns. The mean square error of a network increases with the number of training patterns used. 
VI. Conclusions
It is clear that the proposed sparse network is more efficient than the normal MLP trained using backpropagation. Bounds on the pattern storage capabilities have been reviewed and the proposed networks are shown to be efficient in terms of pattern storage, and the number of parameters associated with them. It has been shown that an arbitrary second or third degree polynomial function can be directly mapped onto a MLP structure efficiently so as to maximize the pattern storage capability. It has been shown that as the degree of mapping increases the MLP becomes less efficient than an equivalent Gabor polynomial in terms of pattem storage. The pattern storage results also indicate that back propagation results only in the lower bound of pattern storage. Though the output weight optimization and conjugate gradient techniques perform significantly better than BP, they also fall short of the upper bound. The mapping method shows a possibility and proves the existence of other training algorithms which would make the networks more efficient. The analysis can be extended to establish the efficiencies and pattern storage capabilities of higher degree networks.
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